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What can you see, 
driving on the road 
carefully;

Can you 
count with me?



One, two, three, four!



One blue car 
driving on the road 
carefully.



ONE CAR!



Two cars,
driving on the road 
carefully.
One is pink, 
and one is blue. 
One plus one is two!



1 + 1 = 2

+ = 



Three cars,
driving on the road 
carefully.
One is pink, one is blue, 
and one is yellow.
Two plus one is three!
Can you count 
with me?



2 + 1 = 3

+ = ~



Four cars,
driving on the road 
carefully.
One is pink, one is blue, 
one is yellow , and one is 
red.
Three plus one is four!



3 + 1 = 4

+ = 



One car stps at the petol staton 
– how many cars are there now, 
can you count with me?
Three cars,
driving on the road 
carefully.
Four minus one is three!



4 - 1 = 3

- = 



Another car stps at the petol 
staton – how many cars are there 
now, can you count with me?
Two cars, driving on the road 
carefully.
Three minus one 
is two!



3 - 1 = 2

- = 



Another car stps at the petol 
staton – how many cars are there 
now, can you count with me?
One car, driving on the road 
carefully.
Two minus one 
is one!



2 - 1 = 1

- = 



Another car stps at the petol 
staton – how many cars are there 
now, can you count with me?
Now there are no cars driving on 
the road!
One minus one 
is zero!

1 - 1 = 0

- = 



All the cars are gone, 
and now we must also 

finish our stry,
And say 
Goodbye!

THE END
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